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Abstract. In recent years, cyber attacks have evolved and multiplied
exponentially, largely because of the ease with which malicious actors can
obtain the tools needed, and also through the organisation and management of state funded groups. These threats have become even more sophisticated, often mimicking normal network behavior, ultimately causing enormous infrastructural damage. To combat these new sophisticated
attacks, we designed the Multi-agent System For Advanced Persistent
Threat (APT) Detection framework, or MASFAD for short. It is not
evident to gauge the capabilities of such tools without deployment in
the field, but it is often not as simple as adding them to an existing Security Operations Center (SOC). As an intermediate step, between the
design and real-world deployment, we opted for testing our framework
in our cyber range, closely simulating the SOC environment. The results
of the cyber range evaluation showed a clear benefit in regards to the
ease of deployment, accessibility and repeatability, greatly enhancing the
development and testing process. This paper will give an overview of our
thought-process in the selection of the best technologies to attain that
goal and the insights we gained through-out the deployment and simulation.
We will discuss the integration of our framework in a cyber range, to
test its performance and evaluate its detection capabilities in a virtual
environment. The description of the framework will be followed by an
overview of the cyber range set-up and configuration, ending with a description of the evaluation metrics and the obtained results.
Keywords: anomaly-based analysis · command & control channel · advanced persistent threat · evaluation metrics · cyber range · GHOSTS ·
ELK
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Introduction

The threats targeting corporate and operational networks evolve at an extraordinary speed. Each month, information regarding new attacks perpetrated against
private citizens, companies and government institutions is made public. In the
early years, these attacks were mostly perpetrated by lone-wolf hackers, trying
to test their limits and knowledge, but lately a new threat has emerged – statesponsored organizations that target key government or operational networks.
Such cases are of major significance, as cyber attacks on countries can cause
major harm to multiple sectors- from the financial, to the defense and private
sector. Through the use of various techniques, hackers have managed to penetrate a wide variety of high-value targets. One example of which, is the recent
attack on the United Nations [7], where, through the use of stolen credentials,
malicious actors got access to sensitive information and remained undetected in
the system for more than 4 months. Another, even more striking example, is the
attack perpetrated against the Belgian Defense [2], where a newly discovered
zero-day vulnerability [1], in the widely used open Java library ”log4j”, was used
to penetrate the government institution and render it non-operational for a significant amount of time, on top of the possibility of sensitive information being
exfiltrated. It has become obvious that new types of detection techniques are
needed in the detection of this type of sophisticated attacks, ones less focused
on signature-based detection, and more aimed towards the use of anomaly-based
detection and behavioral analysis. In recent years, multiple reviews of malware
detection approaches have been conducted, and the majority of them agree that
signature-based detection does not perform well against zero-day vulnerabilities [19] [9], where no signature of the attacks exist, to be compared against.
New heuristics-, behavior- and anomaly-based techniques, such as our MASFAD
framework [15], offer greater detection capabilities in the detection of previously
unknown threats.
Evaluating an APT detection framework can be a difficult endeavor- an ample
amount of data is needed, combined with simulated attacks, based on existing
real world malware samples. The initial evaluation of our framework [16] proved
the efficacy of the anomaly- and behavior-based approach. The next step in the
evaluation is to deploy the framework in a cyber range [11], a sophisticated tool
for the training of cyber defense situation awareness (CDSA) and the simulation
of complex networks. Our key question was to determine the benefits of the
cyber range for cyber research and development.
In this paper we will introduce the Multi-agent Ranking Framework (MARK)
with the goal to detect Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) in short, the cyber
range we used for the deployment of the framework, followed by the deployment
specification and configuration. Finally a short description of the retrieved results
will be given and we will discuss the benefits of testing our framework in such
an environment.
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The Multi-Agent Ranking Framework

Contrary to currently available intrusion detection system (IDS) solutions, the
proposed framework focuses on the use of domain knowledge of the behavior of
attacks and adaptability, in regards to emergent threats. The system implements
analysis algorithms, which will be used to analyze different aspects of the data,
and produce evidence that will be aggregated together with a “suspiciousness”
score, to be reviewed by a domain expert. The analyst in turn can use his domain
knowledge and context information, injected by the platform into the data, to
decide what can be considered a threat and what is not.
The analysis algorithms are encapsulated in different detection modules, or
as we call them ”agents”, which are designed with autonomy and specific behavior in mind. New agents can be integrated in a plug-and-play fashion, acting
as a black box, where raw data can be passed to them and relevant evidence
will be produced after the analysis. Different agents can display vastly different
behavior, focusing on different aspects and treating the data in a multitude of
ways.

Fig. 1. The MARk Framework overview, representation of the flow of data through
the framework
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As shown in Fig. 1, the framework collects proxy logs, parses the data, extracting features of interest, and stores them for further analysis. The data is
then passed to the various detection agents, which might produce evidences, if
abnormal activity has been detected, and the various produced outputs are finally aggregated, as shown in Fig. 2. The agents use fuzzy sets and fuzzy expert
system rules to determine the possibility of malicious intent through the assignment to each single event a degree of uncertainty. Using the Ordered Weighted
Averaging (OWA) operator, introduced by Yager [22], and the Weighted Ordered
Weighted Averaging (WOWA) operator [20], combined with Machine Learning
algorithms to augment the multi-criteria decision system [10], the aggregation
agents generate an ordered list of rankings. The goal is to push possible false
positives lower on the ranked list and to elevate the true positives to the top
with the highest score.

Fig. 2. Agent Aggregation flow, from raw data, through analysis and aggregation, to
generation of final order list and visualization

As mentioned previously, each agent is designed to apply a specific analysis
algorithm, tailored for a given APT characteristic. Some examples of these algorithms are frequency analysis, distribution of IP and domain names, analysis
of time/amount of connections, geo-spacial analysis, etc. As shown in Fig. 3,
the agents are interconnected through-out the Activation cascade, based on the
concept of a ”detection cascade”, where the detector agents work independently
or together and serve as an initial filter for the data. The modular nature of
the agents offers great flexibility in how they are used and linked together inside
the activation cascade. To correctly identify complex patterns, it is possible to
combine the analysis of multiple agents, through chain activation, which leads
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to a more in-depth view of the data and a more sophisticated analysis. A specific
agent can be initiated multiple times with different parameters or part of different analysis chains, leading to a finer detection and the capacity to easily tailor
the detection framework to look for new and emergent behavioral patterns.

Fig. 3. Detector Agent cascade example, visual representation of the activation cascade
of detection agents through injection of Raw Data

A major focal point of the framework is the handling of large amount of data
and how best to present the collected information, to better understand and
identify any possible abnormal behavior. In recent years, considerable effort has
been put into research for better visualization of information [12] and the techniques to use [14]. Using “detection through visualization”, the end-user analyst
has more tools at his disposal for detecting abnormal behaviour and activity.
The MARk framework offers an “all-in-one” package for detection, visualization and analysis that is easy to deploy, extend and use. Examples of the data
visualization will be presented in section 4.3.
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Fig. 4. Basic Cyber Range architecture, consisting of an orchestrator, a hypervisor and
a remote desktop gateway

3

Cyber Range

With the rapid rise in quantity and sophistication of cyber attacks, new methods
must be used to better prepare ourselves against such threats. Case studies on the
use of cyber ranges [23] show the benefits of using them for awareness training,
research and education. The possibility of simulating large and complex networks
enhances the verisimilitude of the cyber range scenarios and offer greater quality
of training and knowledge, which one could gain from them. Two aspects that
are of vital importance for us are the capabilities to simulate activity inside
a network and the collection and analysis of data. Through attack simulation,
the different phases of the cyber kill chain can be modeled and tested in a safe
environment and their impact can be modeled. Another type of activity, which
is needed, is the user activity simulation, as it makes the simulated environment
more realistic. Finally, the capability of the cyber range to collect data from
network traffic, memory dumps, tools used and much more, offers a high level of
data analysis to determine the exact behavior of an attack, or the performance
of a detection tool.
The cyber range used for our research purposes [11] offers great flexibility
and scalability in how we want to implement a scenario. As shown in Fig. 4, the
cyber range has three major components, which define how a scenario is run:
– The hypervisor is responsible for instantiating and running the Virtual
Machines (VMs), which will serve as stand-ins for real world machines, be
that the attackers, victims or SOC infrastructure.
– The orchestrator is the heart of the cyber range, it is responsible for
analysing the scenario definition and from there provision the VMs (deploy
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Fig. 5. Deployment Architecture

images, configure VMs, install extra needed software), configure the virtual
networks, create and configure any accounts needed for access to the VMs.
– The scenario definition takes the form of a json or xml text file, detailing
within all the specifications needed for simulation and deployment.
– The remote desktop gateway offers the possibility to connect to the cyber
range and view the VMs through a web browser.
The graphical representation of our scenario file is shown in Fig. 5. As we
can observe, the scenario is composed of three building blocks- the GHOSTS
framework, the simulation of a government SOC infrastructure and the MASFAD
framework. The configurations of the different machines used in the scenario are
as follows:
GHOSTS/ELK/MARk Framework servers
–
–
–
–

Operating System: Ubuntu 18.04 server distribution
vCPUs: 8
Virtual Memory: 16gb
Used Programs: Docker
GHOSTS client

– Operating System: Windows 10 Enterprise
– vCPUs: 4
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– Virtual Memory: 8gb
– Used Programs: Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge
The rest of this section goes in more detail on the different components used
in the scenario and their purpose.
3.1

GHOSTS framework

To effectively run our scenario, a dataset of log files is needed to simulate traffic
from inside the network to outside sources. This is accomplished by utilising the
GHOSTS framework [6], a tool designed specifically with the purpose of creating
and simulating accurate and highly realistic environment for cyber warfare exercises, by establishing and using behaviorally accurate autonomous non-player
characters (NPCs) [21]. The framework uses a centralised server, which has
managerial and monitoring functions. The server orchestrates the NPCs through
the use of an application programming interface (API) and monitors their functionality. The clients serve as the NPCs, each with a predefined set of realistic
behaviors, ranging from console commands to network connections, through the
use of web browsers.
3.2

The Elasticsearch Logstash Kibana (ELK) Stack

The management and analysis of data inside the network, be that proxy logs,
DNS, or machine log files, is a daunting task, largely because of the sheer volume
of it. A solution for this, is the use of log analytics tools in the SOC, solutions
which offer the possibility to aggregate, analyze and visualize data from different sources. One such tool is the ELK Stack [5], widely used because of its
open source nature, scalability and efficiency. There have been studies on the
performance of the ELK Stack [18], which show reasonably high performance
and usability. In the presented scenario, the Filebeat module is used for the collection of proxy logs from the network, which are then collected and parsed via
Logstash and stored via Elasticsearch. The ELK Stack offers an API, which is
used to poll new entries for analysis. A major advantage of using the ELK Stack
is the simplicity with which a new detection system can be added to the SOC
and its findings stored and visualized.
3.3

The Multi-agent System For APT Detection Framework

In-depth explanation of the framework was given in section 2, here we will explain how our tool has been configured and deployed in the cyber range. The
three main components of the framework are the Multi-agent System For APT
Detection (MASFAD), the Mongo DB database, used for storing the raw data
and generated evidences, and the MARk-Web interface, responsible for monitoring the framework and visualization of the produced evidences. At regular
intervals, the MASFAD system polls the ELK Stack for new data entries, if
any are available, they are retrieved and stored in the Mongo DB. The resource
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manager will act as a triggering mechanism for the detector agents, when new
analysable data is available. Any and all produced evidences will be prepared
for evidence aggregation and stored in the database by the resource manager.

4

Evaluation

The preliminary evaluation of the scenario deployment will be presented in this
section. First we will discuss the set-up used for the evaluation, how the data is
generated and what type of malicious APTs were introduced in the scenarios.
Afterwards an overview of the methodology and metrics used during the evaluation will be discussed. Finally the results obtained from the various detector
and aggregator agents will be shown via screenshots of the output generated by
these agents. Each agent generates information, important for any analyst to
determine how the agent produced the output it did:
– the triggering label for the agent, denotes what type of data will trigger the
analysis by the agent
– interval used by the agent for activation
– the parameters used by the agent during the analysis
– the timestamp of when the ranking of the evidences produced, was generated
– the ranking of evidences produced. Each element in the ranking can be inspected separately, or a *.csv file of the ranking can be generated and downloaded
The aggregation agents presented in the results collect evidences produced by
detector agents and, depending on the logic defined in how to compute the
aggregation, generate a final score, which designates the ”suspiciousness” score of
the particular client-server connection. Issues encountered during the deployment
of the scenario will also be discussed and, when applicable, possible solutions will
be offered.
4.1

Evaluation Set-Up

We evaluate the performance of the MARk framework, as deployed in the cyber
range, by running a simple network of 5 automated clients. Each client generates
a typical network activity through the use of the GHOSTS framework. This is
accomplished through the use of a so-called ”timeline” script, written in json,
which is responsible for simulating the behavior of a real computer user. The
script can be modified to access websites, open specific programs or run command
line commands. In regards to simulating network activity, the configuration of
the timeline script can be quite in-depth- we can specify the exact timing of the
execution, define a flow of commands that need to be run by the GHOSTS client
and the result. We have parameterized a set of activities for each of the clients
consisting of:
– a simple connection to the ”google.com” domain, simulating search activity
and clicking links, retrieved from the search.
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– a simple periodic connection to a list of domains. A website will be chosen
at random and the client will connect to it using its browser.
– a set of one-time connections to suspicious or unreachable domains.
– a set of one-time connections to a domain, followed by commands to download a file from the website and open it (this can be an image, zip-file or
other)
Alongside the typical network behavior, simulated by the GHOSTS clients,
we are also injecting APTs, modeled on existing attacks. The injected attacks
range from basic periodic attacks to high complexity real world APTs such as the
Trojan Nap APT [17], the Regin APT [8] and Careto APT [13]. Some examples
of possible APTs with the following characteristics:
– connection to the APT server is established by only 2 of the configured
clients
– connection to the APT server during an interval with a set frequency
– connection to an unlisted APT server
– connection to the APT server will often return “TCP MISS”, as the server
is unreachable
– connection to the APT server happens at random moments and can be
considered an outlier, as no other connections happen before or after it
4.2

Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate correctly the performance of the detection framework and the usefulness of the Cyber Range for our research, there are certain criteria which must
be attained. The metrics, which we selected to answer our key question, evaluate the performance of the detection framework, while running on the Cyber
Range, the ease of deployment, the scalability of the solution, the accessibility
and interactions with the tool and the repeatability of deployment. Our goal was
to measure these metrics and create a global overview, which afterwards we can
score. In the following subsections we will discuss each of these metrics and how
they were implemented.
Performance The scenario consists of two types of VMs, which need to be configured and deployed. The Ubuntu Server VMs are responsible for running the
simulation infrastructure (GHOSTS/ELK) and to do so, have specific requirements. The VMs are configured during deployment to share the same subnetwork, together with a proxy VM, which serves as the connection to the Internet.
The Windows VMs are responsible for running the GHOSTS client code, simulating user activity inside the previously created subnetwork and generating
network traffic. From the start, we knew that the Linux servers would demand
more power, as they would be responsible for large amounts of computations
and storage during the simulation.
Some problems were encountered with the configuration of the ELK stack, as
the amount of data generated, as shown in Fig. 6, quickly surmounted the default
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Fig. 6. Amount of Raw Data generated by the GHOSTS framework and ingested by
MARk, alongside amount of evidence produced by the detection framework

configuration. The specific error occurred during execution of specific requests,
triggering a circuit breaker fail-safe as to prevent possible memory errors. This
was quickly resolved by increasing the heap size used by the ELK stack to 4
gigabytes, as by default it was set to 256 megabytes.
During the execution of the simulation, close eye was kept on the performance of the MARk framework through its integrated web interface. As shown
in Fig. 7, the Memory usage and Load on the CPUs during the scenario was in
the acceptable limits. It is important also to note that a large number of jobs
were running simultaneously, or waiting to be executed, which can slow down
the detection. One solution, which was implemented, is limiting the time-frame
in which certain agents are going to be triggered. The detector agents’ behavior
can easily be adapted through changes to their configuration files, configuring
them to run at different intervals.

Fig. 7. MARk server performance status as displayed during the execution of the
simulation

Another performance issue encountered was a non-significant latency through
the web interface, usually when fetching large amounts of data. One solution was
to correctly index the database, used for storing the data, and limit the amount
of entries fetched per request.
The performance issues encountered were in most cases not directly linked
to the Cyber Range itself, but more specifically configuration problems, which
needed to be resolved inside the different frameworks. Because of the environment used for the testing and evaluation and the way the scenario is deployed,
as described further in 4.2, the different issues could be resolved quickly and
the scenario could be restarted with minimal waste of time. The general perfor-
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mance of the Cyber Range was exceptional and the performance of the different
components of the scenario was quite good after the corrections were made.
Ease of deployment Each of the frameworks used was instantiated on the
VMs through the use of Docker [4]. The different components were running from
their separate container, with specific ports available for accessing the relevant
APIs. This way no major overhead of installation has to be accounted for. If
any issues arise, a container can be stopped, adapted and then re-launched with
new configuration. To facilitate the initial deployment and configurations of the
different elements of each framework, ”docker-compose” files were used, which
are responsible for the definitions of the connections between the elements and
any virtual volumes needed for data storage.
Some issues were encountered with the deployment of the GHOSTS clients,
as they are running on Windows VMs and their complex nature does not lend
themselves to be easily containerized. The clients can be deployed in variable
numbers, though the use of the Cyber Range hypervisor, but they needed manual configuration. A solution is been worked on, for future deployment of the
simulation scenario, in the form of orchestration scripts, which can help automate the deployment and configuration of the GHOSTS clients.
For this specific run of the simulation scenario, the ease of deployment was
acceptable, taking into account the time spent on deploying the various Windows
VMs. We are certain that through the use of our GHOSTS orchestration scripts,
we can exceed the current level of ease of deployment.
Scalability For such experiments, it is important to test how the scenario
handles a variable quantity of VMs. In our case, this is regarding the number
of GHOSTS clients that need to be deployed, as they have an important role in
the scenario. We initially ran the scenario with a low amount of clients, as the
individual configuration of each Windows machine took a significant amount of
time. We aim to test the scalability of the scenario in the future through the use
of orchestration scripts, which will help us initialize and manage large amounts
of GHOSTS clients in a short amount of time.
It is important to be able to deploy a variable amount of machines to test a
complex network topology. The simulation exercise did not score well on scalability, even when the Cyber Range offers us the possibility to deploy a variable
number of Windows machines; The problem arises with the extra overhead from
configuring each individual client and connecting it to the GHOSTS server. This
will be remedied by the integration of GHOSTS orchestration scripts in the near
future.
Accessibility and Interactability The cyber range and the machines, which
were running the scenario, can be accessed via the web portal. Another solution
is to use the virtual private network (VPN), which was set-up for easy access to
the cyber range, and use secure shell protocols to connect to each machine.
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The results, generated by the different agents, are presented in a clear and
informative way, as shown in 4.3. Further in the research and development, more
visualization techniques will be used to greatly improve the ergonomics and
accessibility of the data, through the use of dashboard layout and astuteness of
the data presented.

Repeatability Through the use of the scenario in conjunction with the Docker
environment, the machines for testing the performance of the detector framework can be redeployed multiple times with different set-ups. This saves time and
effort, when evaluating the capabilities in different environments. The Docker
containers can be modified between runs and new ones can be added with ease.
A major caveat is the organisation of the Windows VMs, which can be resolved
through the use of orchestration scripts for the configuration and launch of the
GHOSTS client side of the simulation. Regarding the repeatability of the simulation scenario, the technologies offered by the Cyber Range score quite high
and offer a powerful solution for concurrent executions for better evaluation.

4.3

Results

During the analysis, multiple agents discovered the APT server and an aggregation score has been computed for the connection between the malicious server
and two clients with IPs ”172.20.116.162” and ”172.20.116.160”. Enough detector agents were triggered and detected abnormal behavior, that the aggregator
agent was launched and computed a ”suspiciousness” score to the connections.

Fig. 8. KnownDomain detector agent output for connection between client
172.20.116.162 and server “attack.cnc.apt”
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One of the most simple, but quite useful, detector agents implemented, is
the ”KnownDomain” detector agent. It uses the Amazon Alexa Top 1 million
domains to determine if the domain, connected to by a client, is a popular domain
or not. The absence of the domain does not mean categorically that the server is
malicious, but it can serve as a starting point for further analysis by triggering
another set of agents, as previously shown in Fig. 3. As the domains used by
the injected APTs are not part of the list, the detector agent will flag them and
produce the corresponding evidence. This will cascade in other more specialised
detector agents having a look in the specific domain and producing their own
evidence, based on their analysis. The output of the detector agent is shown in
Fig. 8.
A more complex example of a detection agent, is the Frequency detector
agent. This detector is responsible for creating the frequency spectrum for a
given connection between a client and a server, analysing the spectrum and
determining if a specific frequency of connections can be observed between the
client and the server, as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrum for connections between client ”172.20.116.162” and server
“attack.cnc.apt”
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The ranked list generated by the Frequency detector agent can be viewed
in Fig. 10. As shown in the example, the score produced by each agent is a
value between 0 and 1, called the ”suspiciousness” score. This is accomplished
through the use of fuzzy logic and fuzzy membership functions, where the agent
will score on a grading scale the results retrieved by the analysis and attribute
the final score. Each detection agent, as well as the aggregator agents, use fuzzy
logic to create the ordered list, where higher scored evidences will be positioned
on top for better visibility. As we can observe in Fig. 10, the two suspicious
domains have been placed first and second. This, of course, is not definitive
proof of malicious activity, as there are a lot of benign domains, such as those
of google and facebook, which by their nature, establish a periodic connection
between a client and a server. The high score produced by the Frequency agent,
in combination with all other scores produced, will give us a better insight about
this specific connection.

Fig. 10. Example of the Frequency detector agent ranked list output

The evidences produced by the detector agents are aggregated by two Aggregation agents: the Ordered Weighted Average and the Weighted Ordered
Weighted Average aggregation agents.
Each evidence aggregated by the OWA aggregation agent will be given a
weight, a value that represents how significant it is for the aggregation. For the
WOWA aggregator, not only do the evidences receive a weight, but also the
detector agents which have produced them. This helps to filter the reliability of
the agents and attribute higher weights to the more precise detector agents.
The evidence produced by the aggregation agents is represented in multiple
ways, through the use of the D3.js library [3], aiming to aid the domain expert in
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Fig. 11. Bubble Graph Visualization of the OWA aggregator

Fig. 12. Radar Chart Visualization of the OWA aggregator

easily investigating and gaining insight into what has happened in the network.
Studies in the field of data visualization [14] show that the use of the D3
components offer efficient techniques for detection of APTs, through the analysis
of log files.
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Examples of the representations are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the Bubble Graph and Radar chart respectively. We can observe in those figures, that
through the aggregation of the evidences produced by the various detection
agents, connections between the two clients (”172.20.116.162”, ”172.20.116.160”),
and the malicious server, were given the highest score.

5

Conclusion

The complexity and severity of recent cyber attacks, shows that newer and more
powerful tools are needed to successfully identify them. Further, to be able to
develop such tools, there is a high need for an equally powerful environment,
such as a cyber range, where these tools can be deployed and their performance
tested. Such a platform offers the possibility of attack simulation and, more importantly, security research for detection and prevention. Through the use of
the scenario orchestrator, a complex scenario, with interconnected machines in
a network, can be successfully created and managed. As we have discussed in
section 4.2, deploying the detection framework has shown that the research and
development benefit greatly. The use of a dedicated repeatable scenario, which
we can adapt and run multiple times with different configurations, offer great
flexibility in testing different aspects of the detection framework. The ease of
deployment is a major factor in this, as only an initial preparation of specific
dedicated VMs is needed, instead of constant re-installation and configuration
of multiple machines, when new tests need to be launched. During our evaluation we did notice that the use of Windows VMs for the GHOSTS client was a
drawback, as they need to be manually connected to the GHOSTS server. For
a low amount of machines, this is not a problem, but if we want to simulate
real networks with hundreds of interconnected workstations, the poor scalability
of the GHOSTS clients is a hindrance. This can be amended through the use
of orchestration scripts, which we are in the process of developing, to automate
the connection and configuration of the Windows VMs. Further, we aim to work
on implementing more ways to visualize the generated data, greatly increasing
the intractability and accessibility of the detection agent inside the cyber range.
Lastly, the scenario performed quite well, with the limited machines deployed
in the cyber range. When the scalability issues are resolved, it will be important to observe if the performance of the cyber range and the different scenario
components behave differently than expected.
The initial results of our scenario were promising, simulating large amounts
of network traffic in a short amount of time, while injecting samples of known
APTs, and obtaining conclusive detection results from our detection framework.
The data generated by the GHOSTS framework did closely resemble average
network activity within a small corporate or government network. Down the line,
it would be interesting to simulate other types of data, such as file manipulation,
command execution and other actions, which can generate important forensic
endpoint data.The integration of specialised data source agents shows that the
MASFAD framework can easily be integrated in existing SOC solutions, such as
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the ELK stack, or work in a stand-alone capacity. A possible avenue for testing
would also be to incorporate the MASFAD framework in ”Red Team Blue Team”
exercises, which we can run on the cyber range. The detection framework can
serve as a possible tool for the Blue Team to detect incoming attacks or persistent
threats. A cyber range is an ideal platform to host such types of exercises, as the
capabilities of the cyber range are highly suited for the needs of cyber resilience
and security education, in a low-risk environment.
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